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Fellini Pizzeria 

"Reasonably Priced Pizzas"

If you are in the mood for some delicious pizza, you can simply head to

Fellini Pizzeria, as it’s impossible to go wrong with this restaurant. The

flavorful variety of pizzas made from scratch are served hot and the

freshness of the ingredients is quite easy to make out. You have the

option to order an entire pizza or eat by the slice if you are not particularly

hungry. They also have sandwiches, delectable salads and rich, creamy

desserts on offer. The service can be slightly slow, but don’t let that

bother you as the delightful dishes are well worth the wait. However, if

you are feeling lazy to go out, you can always call for a home delivery

which is quite timely.

 +1 401 751 6737  166 Wickenden Street, Providence RI

 by gifrancis   

Pizza Pie-er 

"Wicked good pizzas"

Tired of eating normal food? Come to Pizza Pie-er, where the food is fun.

Here you don't only get regular pizzas, you can go wild and make your

own pizza by choosing some weird combinations of toppings. So go crazy

and have your hearts fill. We all agree that pizza is one of the most

delicious foods but at Pizza Pie-er, they take it up a notch. Come by for a

meal with the family and give your taste buds something to remember.

 +1 401 351 3663  pizzapieer.com/  pizza@pizzapieer.com  374 Wickenden Street,

Providence RI

 by Edsel L   

Caserta Pizzeria 

"Great Pizza"

Caserta's is a Rhode Island tradition; returning natives head for one of

their pizzas like homing pigeons. Order a medium pizza and you get what

most would call a large one, and the rich, thick sauce is unique. When you

get a pizza with everything on it they don't skimp; items from olives to

anchovies are thickly spread all over the pizza. This little place perched on

Federal Hill just above downtown Providence, is a casual eat-in restaurant

but most people order their pizza and pick it up.

 +1 401 272 3618  121 Spruce St, Providence RI
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Roma 

"Under the Tuscan Sun"

With a warm ambiance and a welcoming atmosphere, Roma exudes a

cozy charm. Dine on dishes inspired by Southern Italian coastal cooking

that evoke convivial summer afternoons by the sea. Savor dishes like

antipasto misto della casa, cozze alla Roma, and clam zuppa alla Roma.

Local seafood in classic Italian preparations feature heavily on the menu

and will delight seafood lovers. Their pizzas are equally delicious and
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come topped with deli-fresh ingredients like buffalo mozzarella, parma

prosciutto, and fire roasted peppers. Ideal for relaxed dinners with family

or friends, Roma promises Italian food done right.

 +1 401 331 5000  theromaprov.com  chefdom66@hotmail.com  310 Atwells Avenue,

Providence RI
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